
                                                

                         

 

 

P.H.S.E. 

Morals 

Reflect, conjecture, justify, evaluate, reason 

Autumn  
Types of relationships, conflict management, 

achievements, consequences of certain 

behaviours 
 

Spring 
Respect of range of religions, Challenge 

stereotypes   

MUSIC 

Impact on societal development  

Listen, analyse, compare, debate  

Autumn 
Listening and appraising. Accessibility of music. 

 
Spring  

Accessibility of music, comparisons between music, use of 

musical vocabulary    

MATHS 

Power of mathematical reasoning on society 

Compare, reason, conjecture, justify, generalise   

Autumn 

Place value. Historical number system. 

 

Spring  

Historical number system, use of zero  

SCIENCE 

What drives progression/success: society or 

Science? 

Analyse, compare, debate, justify, reason  

Autumn 

Plants: functions of a plant, requirements for life, 

how water is transported.  

Rocks: composition of soil.   

Animals including humans: nutrition.  

Light: light to see, reflection, ways to protect from 

sun.  

 

Spring  

Rocks: compare and group 

Animals including Humans: skeletons  

Forces and Magnets: compare how things move 

on different surfaces, magnets attracting and 

repelling  

 

 

R.E. 

Diversity 

Respect, tolerance, acceptance 

Autumn 

Community in worship, society and 

peace, society and caring for the Earth, 

Sikhism. 

 

Spring  
Caring for the Earth, Sikhism, Community in 

worship   

Society  

HISTORY 

Influence of past on present society   

Justify, observe, compare, conjecture, generalise, 

constructionism, contestability  

Autumn  
Egyptian, Sumer, Indus Valley, Shang Dynasty.  

 
Spring  

Stone Age to Iron Age, Fishing industry, comparison 

between time periods, difference between short and long 

term time scales 
 

GEOGRAPHY 

Necessity of geographical location  

Justify, observe, compare, conjecture, generalise  

Autumn  

Name and locate coastal counties and cities, compare 

Norwich and Great Yarmouth, describe and understand 

human geography, compass points. 

 

Spring  

Counties and cities, types of settlement, land use, 

environmental issue (plastic pollution), comparison of local 

area with other coastal parts of UK  

CENTRAL ENQUIRY 

Can a society ever be totally successful?  

ART 

Society’s impact on art/vice versa  

Observe, analyse, compare, debate  

Autumn  

Range of styles, impressionism. 

 

Spring  

Banksy, use of paint, monoprinting, 

plastic artwork, study of artists    

D.T. 

Necessity of progression 

Analyse/evaluate, compare, debate, 

justify   

Autumn 

Impact of diet, levers and linkages. 

 

Spring  

Levers and linkages, is the design fit for 

purpose?  

I.C.T. 

What drives progression/success: society or 

technology?   

Analyse, compare, debate, justify, reason  

Autumn 

Understanding computer networks, using technology 

safely, algorithms. 

 

Spring  

Algorithms, Using technology safely, presenting data 

   

ENGLISH 

Reciprocal relationship between language and 

society   

Communicate/debate, compare, justify  

Autumn  
Biography (narrative), myths and legends, 

historical report, poetry. 
 

Spring  
Narrative (adventure), Persuasive letter, 
Information brochure, Non-chronological 

report    


